E7 LED Desk Lamp
SKU: LTG001-REV1

Package Contents
- Lamp
- O-ring Gaskets
- Clamp
- Power Adapter
- Allen Wrenches

- Maximum desktop thickness: 2.25”

Step 1
A. Loosen the handle under the Clamp and slide onto your desk.
B. Tighten the handle until the Clamp is securely fastened to the edge of your desk.
   • Clamp will fit worksurfaces up to 2.25” thick

Step 2
A. Install the Lamp to the Clamp base by sliding the bottom peg of the Lamp into the hole on the Clamp.
B. If it’s difficult to install the Lamp into the hole, twist the Lamp. The pre-installed O-ring can be a bit tight and would not respond to a push, but if you twist and push, it will go in.
   • There are additional O-ring Gaskets provided, should the pre-installed O-ring Gasket break or need replacing.

Step 3
A. Tighten the set screw in the Clamp so the Lamp is secure and won’t come unattached.
B. If you purchased the Desk Base (LTG002), it will have a similar hole and set screw for its assembly.

Step 4
A. Plug the end of the Lamp’s cord into the Power Adapter, and plug the Power Adapter into a wall outlet.
B. The switch on the power cord should come shipped in the “off” position. Flip the switch to “on.”
C. Tap the button on the top of the Lamp’s head to turn it on. Continue tapping the button, cycling through the color temperatures, to turn the Lamp off, or turn the lamp off using the switch on the power cord.
A Warning Before Use:
When the light is lowered down, the space between the arm's first segment and the stabilizing metal bar can tighten and become a pinch point. To avoid injury, do not put your fingers or any part of your body in this area.

Adjustment Information

Hinge tightness
There are two Allen Wrenches included with your Lamp. The large one will fit into the lower hinges and the small one can be used at the smaller hinge close to the Lamp. Use them to tighten or loosen the hinges as needed.

Lamp Rotation & Tilt
Lamp head will rotate right and left 200 degrees. Adjust the Lamp head’s tilt by loosening the knob under the lamp head. Rotate to your preferred angle and tighten the knob to set the lamp head in place.

Wide Range of Adjustability
The Lamp's arm can rotate a total of 150 degrees at the base, and can be adjusted at the joints to allow for several different Lamp positions.

Dimming Feature
Touch and hold the power button to dim the light to its dimmest setting. To dim halfway, press and hold the power button and then release it when it reaches the medium brightness you prefer. The Lamp will remember this brightness after you turn the lamp off. Touching and holding the power button again will bring the light back to its previous highest or lowest setting.

Light Temperature Options
Tapping the power button will cycle through the Lamp’s three temperature settings:
- 3000K
- 4000K
- 5000K
CAUTION: Read all instructions before assembly. Failure to assemble properly may result in damage or personal injury.

CAUTION: If using Lamp on an adjustable height work surface, raise to maximum height before attaching Lamp to ensure that the power cord will reach the outlet when the worksurface is raised.

CAUTION: Route the power cord so it won't be stepped on, pinched, or have items placed on it. Do not place the Lamp anywhere where it could become a tripping hazard.

WARNING: There is a pinch point in the space between the arm’s first segment and the stabilizing metal bar. Keep fingers out of that space.

WARNING: When unplugging, do not pull on power cord or unplug from any angle other than straight from outlet. Never touch metal conductors on the plug while plugging or unplugging.

WARNING: To avoid electric shock, do not disassemble or tamper with the Lamp or Power adapter. Only use the Power adapter included with this Lamp.

CAUTION: Do not use outdoors. Never use in a wet environment. Never allow liquid of any kind to spill onto or enter any part of the product. Do not use in high temperatures.

WARNING: Unplug and discontinue use in the event that the following occurs.
- The Power adapter or cord breaks
- The Lamp’s casing or one or more of the joints break
- The light emits sparks or smoke
- Abnormal flickering occurs or the LED bulb breaks

CAUTION: Do not try to push the joints beyond their adjustment range, as this will cause damage.